






Teaching THE solving Of linear equations – what is at stake?​[1]​
Hagit Sela and Daniel Chazan
University of Maryland
To test a model which characterizes what is at stake in the situation of solving linear equations (Chazan & Lueke, 2009), we analyse talk of teachers who, stimulated by watching an animation of classroom interaction (Chazan & Herbst, in press) share with their colleagues how they teach their students how to solve linear equations. The teacher talk illustrates two key aspects of our model of the situation of solving linear equations. First, the teachers in the sample conceive of it as their responsibility to teach their students a method for solving this class of problems; applying the steps of the method successfully means knowing how to solve linear equations. Second, teaching the method of solving linear equations does not involve the presentation of mathematical arguments, but at the same time is not exactly justification-free; the teachers present students with similes that motivate the steps in the method.
Introduction
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) suggests that, 
Reasoning and proof should be a consistent part of students’ mathematical experience in prekindergarten through grade 12. Reasoning mathematically is a habit of mind, and like all habits, it must be developed through consistent use in many contexts (2000, p.56). 
But some mathematical content seems to resist use of reasoning in school. One of the subjects seemingly resistant to mathematical reasoning and justification is algebra. The teaching of this subject matter has a long tradition of focus on algorithmic method (Cuoco, 2001). 





Figure 1: Steps for solving two-step linear equations (Bellman et al., 2004, p.81)
In our model, mathematical justification of the legality of the steps is neither a responsibility of the teacher nor of the students. Students rely on the authority of teacher and text and assume the validity of the method.
Research questions
We are interested in supporting or contradicting our model on the basis of teacher talk in study groups. In particular:
	What evidence is provided in teacher talk that for teaching solving linear equations teachers feel responsible for teaching a method?
	According to teachers, when teaching students to solve linear equations, in what ways do they typically justify or motivate the steps of the method?
method
The analysis presented draws on data collected as part of the ThEMaT project. The main goal of the project is to characterize the practical rationality (Herbst & Chazan, 2003) of mathematics teachers. We convened four study groups of Algebra 1 teachers to talk about the teaching of solving linear equations. Each group viewed at least two animations of classroom interaction (Chazan & Herbst, in press) involving the solving of equations. In addition to responding to an animation or comic strip presented in the session, the facilitator encouraged the teachers to share stories from their experience of teaching students to solve linear equations.
In this paper, due to constraints of length, we provide examples from the talk of only one session of one of the study groups, a group of four high school Algebra 1 teachers from the State of Maryland who are mentor teachers in a teacher education program. In this three-hour session, teachers interacted with the story The Great Divide (see Chazan & Herbst, in press, for an exposition of the story; the start of the animation can be viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lyTNP3IXwqk). The study group first read a comic strip that describes a teacher who, as a result of an unorthodox student solution procedure, changes the task they have posed to students. The ensuing conversation quickly left the specifics of the comic strip behind and for almost an hour focused on sharing how they try to help students learn to solve equations in one variable.
The talk includes first person pronouns and direct reference to the speakers’ students (“my kids”); in addition, there are many references to “steps” and “equations” and description of the solution method.
The conversation starts with two teachers sharing what they do in their classes. A teacher, Violet, asks a colleague from her school whether he has ever used algebra tiles. He indicates that he did a long time ago, but did not feel they were useful. He asks Violet how she uses algebra tiles. 
We concentrate on two key intervals that follow (each about 8.5 minutes long) from this session. In the first interval, in response to a request to show how she uses algebra tiles to help her students, the facilitator calls Violet to the board to draw what she does. Comments about what students should write while they work on the tiles lead to the focus of the next interval, how credit should be given when students show their work while solving equations. Violet is still at the board and outlines how she assigns partial credit for student work. We choose to focus on these two intervals because they are rich in teacher talk about the situation of solving equations in terms of the role of methods, steps, and reasoning. Violet is the predominant speaker.
responsibility to teach a method
In this group, while sharing their experience of teaching solving linear equations, teaching the standard method (similar to the one presented in Figure 1) is a central consideration; teachers articulate a sense of responsibility for having students acquire the capacity to carry out this method.
As evidence for this claim, we begin with Violet’s description of how she grades student work for a “2-step” equation. Violet’s tone of voice is sharp and decisive. It seems as if she has a stable philosophy about teaching solving of linear equations. The focus is on assessing whether or not students have carried out the steps of the method, rather than whether they have solved the problem and shown that their answer solves the problem. This focus communicates the centrality of the method in how solving of equations is operationalized by these teachers.
Violet exemplifies her grading scheme with the equation 4x+1=x+13 that is taken from the work of a student in The Great Divide animation. She asserts that the solution has 4 steps (marked as step1, step 2, …, step 4 in Figure 2). She shows how a person solving this problem goes from the problem (step 1) to the next step and to the next one, until the last step that includes the answer. Violet draws an arrow between every two consecutive steps to convey the idea that each one stems from its former, like a chain of necessary deductions until the final solution​[2]​. Violet assigns each step its own credit and highlights the importance of showing steps 2 and 3.  If one does not include them, in her point system, one will have a failing score.
Violet:	It's from one step to the next step and the next step... and then the next step... and then the next step.  And when we take a test on this, if this is a five point problem, or if this is a ten point problem, this answer here [step 4] is worth three points. (pause) From here [step 1] to here [step 2] is three points - or however many steps, I try to make it come out so it adds up to ten.  So if they don't show me the steps in between [steps 2 and 3], they're failing the test. 







Figure 2: Traditional solution method for linear equation; written on the board by Violet, a mentor teacher.
The next excerpt demonstrates the credit assigned to each step. 
Violet:	These are the steps that are worth points; this one, this one, this one, and this one [circles 4 steps on the board].  All the others you can put on your paper if you want to, but this is two points [points to step1], four points [points to step2], six points [points to step3], and this is maybe worth four points [points to step4], so that's a total of ten.  So this one's [step1] [worth] two points; you get two if you write the problem.  You get four points if you get the right answer [points to step4].  That's six out of ten, but six out of ten is still a D. [Ment 1, 7, 12]
Note that in Figure 2, in addition to the 4 steps that carry credit there is other information that Violet recorded and that she uses to teach students the method. This is the reasoning that illustrates the operations between the steps; first a solver adds negative x to both sides, then negative 1, and finally divides by 3. But, while this information helps convey what the solver did, it is intended for learning purposes, is not necessary in her view, and therefore does not carry credit. Violet calls these steps “the others” in the above transcript. 
After Violet’s description of her grading scheme, a researcher in the room asked Violet why these steps do not carry credit. Violet replies that she credits the result of the thinking, not the thinking that brings students to the answer. According to Violet, the operation that one does to both sides can be written in many different ways, but the steps should be written in one specific way, and they are the product that is being assessed. Violet’s focus is not on how one proves that the steps follow one from another, but on the steps themselves.
Violet:	Um, because they [students] can put them [the steps indicating operations to the equation] underneath, because they can put them to the right, because they can do them in their head, so different people may think of that differently.  So the ones that I'm awarding points to are those particular steps that show the intermediate, or not the intermediate - show the result of their thinking. [Ment1, 7, 28]
In her demonstration there is expectation that students would solve the equation using the standard method (Figure 1). The key that Violet uses fits and assesses this method only, not any potential alternatives. 
While Violet shares her grading scheme, the other three group members listen to her demonstration. After her presentation two teachers raise questions, Ralph is the first one. He confirms he does the same things with his students. But then he turns to the researcher and says he is not clear why one would ask students to show all the steps. Violet answers that the only steps she needs to see are the 4 steps above, and that the reason for asking students to show the steps is to see how (although she uses “why”) they get from one step to the other, “I want to see why they're getting from one place to another.” [Ment 1, 7, 18]. Ralph quickly agrees.
Darcy questions Violet’s decisiveness about her grading principles. Darcy wants to know if the idea of adding an inverse rather than subtracting (Violet insisted on this) is a necessary dimension of the method. Violet answers that this is not central.
It seems that Violet’s presentation reflected the experiences of other teachers. The group does not suggest that students would choose to solve the equation another way such as by guessing and checking, or by graphs, or by setting everything equal to zero and then factoring. Darcy and Ralph’s questions are about details of the same method, but different ways of solving are not part of the conversation.
justifying the steps of the method 
Turning to issues of justification, the teachers talk about how they initially justify the steps of the method for their students. This justification is not deductive proof, but they do not simply rely on their authority to introduce the steps in the method; instead, they have a rationale for each step in the method. They justify the method by using models that relate operations to students’ experiences and thus to convince students that the method is valid.
Before the discussion of grading, in response to Ralph, who asked if they ever used algebra tiles, Violet and Darcy share their experience of using the tiles. Violet argues that students’ experience with playing a seesaw can help them understand the principle behind adding to both sides of an equation (as in Filloy & Rojano, 1989).
Violet:	[It is] like a little balance beam, or on a seesaw.  And this is one group of kids [Violet points to one side], and this is another group of kids [Violet points to the other side], and they're balanced right now, but if I put another one over there, boom [emphasized vocally], we're gonna fall down or go up or something, right? [Ment1, 6, 79] 
The seesaw articulates a reason to “do the same thing to both sides,” but alone it does not capture the whole method; there is still the differentiation between terms of different kinds, as well as why division undoes multiplication. There are two more models that, together with the balance beam, the mentor teachers discuss in order to demonstrate for their students why the method works. Algebra tiles are plastic rods of different size and color; they are in use to model the first steps of the method. In the following turn Violet illustrates how tiles are helpful to help differentiate between variables and constant.
Violet:	The X tiles look like this [shows longer tiles].  They're long, skinny guy.  And it's one unit wide, and we don't know how long.  The little guys are one blocks; they're a one by one unit, so it's one square unit, or we'll just call them ones. [Ment 1, 6, 14]
Another principle the teachers mention is a distinction between positive and negative terms; this is done according to the color of the tiles.
Violet:	How- what kind- how can I represent 4x?
Ralph:	Four of the long blocks.
Darcy:	Four of those.
Violet:	Four of the long little blocks.
Darcy:	Green ones!  Four green ones.
Violet:	Well, that, that's right, different colors.
Darcy:	Different colors for positive and negative. [Ment 1, 6, 16-22]
Now, the tiles are paired to make zero-pairs.
Violet:	How can I get a zero?
Ralph:	By adding two up?
Darcy:	The opposite.











Figure 3: Using tiles to model solving equations: long tiles represent variables, short tiles represent constants; tiles of different color demonstrate a “zero pair”
Another principle mentioned is adding the negative, rather than subtracting. This is an implicit use of consequences of the field axiom with respect to addition.
Violet:	I told my kids we always add the opposite.  I never subtract.  We always add the opposite.  We never, ever subtract. [Ment1, 6, 88]
The last model is used when an equation of the form ax=b is obtained. Violet suggests the solver consider a situation of equal sharing of cookies among children; for example, for the equation 3x=12 the solver may ask how many cookies each kid gets if a total of 12 cookies are equally distributed among 3 children. Violet and Darcy did not make implicit use of the field axiom for multiplication.
To conclude, three models are used to justify the steps of the method of solving linear equations: Algebra tiles and balance beam are used to model adding and subtracting; the tiles are used to distinguish between variables and constants and to create “zero pairs” to “eliminate” terms; the balance beam is used to explain why you should do the same to both sides of the equation. Then, an equal-sharing situation is used to explain why a division is needed to get the value of x. 
The models mentioned above are intended to provide meaning for the steps of the method of solving equation, so students will be able to make sense of them, believe in them, and remember them. This perspective relies on the assumption that students know the principle according to which balance beam works, and also that they can transfer back and forth between equations and the balance beam model. The teachers emphasize the need to show the link between the steps with the tiles and the symbolic steps. After using both representations in parallel, they suggest moving to using the method in symbolic representation only.
Conclusion
Although the teachers use the seesaw model to explain the importance of keeping equations balanced, they do not link the model to the invariance of the solution set across equations. Therefore, the fact that any two equations from the procedure have the same solution set is not clearly addressed; it is not clear why the solution of the last equation represent the solution of the given one, and that there are no other solutions to a linear equation. But, the focus of the models does not seem to be on justifying that the answer is the solution (Lampert, 1990); the method is the math that the teachers want to teach (Cuoco, 2001); it is the method that is being motivated or justified by the models. The purpose is to have students learn the method and be able to carry it out correctly and efficiently. 
Similarly, when student work is graded, points are given for showing the steps in the method, rather than providing information about the way in which one is operating on the equation. Both of these phenomena in the talk of the teachers suggest the centrality of method in the situation of solving linear equations.
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^1	  The research reported in this article is supported by NSF grant ESI-0353285, to Daniel Chazan, University of Maryland, and Patricio Herbst, University of Michigan. Opinions expressed here are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not reflect the views of the Foundation.
^2	  Note that the arrows Violet writes are “one-way” arrows in the form of “if…then…”. This depiction of the relationship between the equations in the chain might inhibit students from thinking of equivalence between the equations and might lead to difficulties when solving by squaring.
